TIVOLI
WEDDINGS
BY TIVOLI HOTELS & RESORTS

MUCH MORE THAN JUST
A CELEBRATION OF A SPECIAL
DATE, YOUR WEDDING WILL
BE UNFORGETTABLE.
With Tivoli Hotels & Resorts, you'll have a highly
experienced dedicated team, unique services and a vast
range of experiences to add a special touch of charm
to your big day.
When you choose one of our hotels to hold your wedding,
you can make full use of the varied facilities such as
gardens, swimming pools, spas, restaurants and bars
and always with a guarantee of exceptional service.

At our hotels, you'll have help not just for your wedding
reception but also for all the important details such as
flowers, wedding cake, gifts for the guests, babysitting
service, music, entertainment, transport for the
Bride & Groom, photography and video service, transfers
from and to the airport, fireworks, valet parking and
everything to make sure that it will be a memorable day.

CLASSIC
WEDDING
PACKAGE
BY TIVOLI HOTELS & RESORTS

· Free night for the Bride & Groom, late check out (when
available) and breakfast in your room;
· Free transfer to the airport (T/Car) for the Bride & Groom;
· For every 50 guests, you'll also receive a room voucher
valid for one year (excluding usual peak times);
· 20% off room rate for your guests;
· 20% off Honeymoon at any hotel in the Tivoli Hotels &
Resorts group;
· Free tasting menu for the Bride & Groom;
Exclusively for wedding reception menus and direct reservations.
* except at the Tivoli Lagos, Tivoli Carvoeiro and Tivoli Marina Portimão
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There are many good reasons to choose Lisbon
as a destination for your unforgettable event.
Lisbon is just a few hours flying time from other
European countries, just 1 to 3 hours from most of the
main European cities and 5 to 8 hours from America.
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The competitive prices which the Portuguese
capital can offer is another considerable advantage.
The cost of living is below the average of large
European capitals and the competitive pricing of
hotel accommodation and the hire of rooms mean
that Lisbon is one of the best destinations in terms
of quality/price.

Lisbon is also the only European capital with
beaches just 20 minutes away, not to mention
some truly magical towns such as Sintra or Cascais,
the cosmopolitan resort town which even today
preserves its Victorian charm.
Finally, the city of Lisbon is a great host. Its centuries
old culture of tolerance and role as a crossroads
of peoples makes it the perfect destination for any
event. We’re sure that you’ll feel at home.
For more information on the region, visit the site
www.atl-turismolisboa.pt
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TIVOLI
LISBON

The first choice in the centre of the city, the Hotel Tivoli Lisboa
can host your events in a setting of unparalleled quality.
Urban chic decoration and all the glamour of a city centre
hotel, we have a total of 15 highly adaptable rooms which
are all equipped with state-of-the-art technology and are ideal
for a luxury event. For an extra touch of something special,
opt for the Palacete Tivoli Lisboa, next to the swimming pool.

CONFERENCE AND
EVENTS CENTRE

15 rooms equipped with
the latest technology
Reception facilities for groups
Direct access for Coaches
Palacete with 7 meeting rooms
holding up to 320 people
Valet Parking

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES
306 Rooms in the hotel Tivoli Lisboa (5*)
+ 119 Rooms in the hotel Tivoli Jardim (4*),
right next door
Terraço Restaurant
Brasserie Flo Restaurant
Sky Bar
1 Bar
Outdoor Swimming Pool
Gymnasium
Valet Parking
Magriffe Privé Hairdresser
Partnership with LA Shiseido SPA

TIVOLI
ORIENTE

The new centre of business in Lisbon has a strategic ally to hold your
event, the Tivoli Oriente. The capacity and accessibility of the hotel,
right next to the Oriente transport hub and just a few minutes from
Lisbon airport, combine perfectly with the support of an experienced
team to coordinate every detail. The Tivoli Oriente offers unique
facilities for every type of event.

ROOMS

11 modular multipurpose
meeting rooms
Maximum Capacity
of 550 people

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES

279 Rooms
1 Hippopotamus Restaurant
1 Panoramic room on the top
floor of the building for banquets
1 Bar
Heated indoor swimming pool,
fitness room, Jacuzzi, sauna
and steam room
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Just a few kilometres from Lisbon, there is an
amazing magical town, ideal for holding special
events: Sintra. In the town centre, the majestic
mountains, classified by UNESCO as “World
Cultural Heritage”.
The Sintra mountains project a veil of
romanticism over the town of the same name
which sits to the north of the mountain range
and which enjoys some striking contrasts both
in terms of climate and scenery.
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The contrast between the sea and the mountains provides
a fascinating backdrop to this incredible region.
A privileged location for top national and international
events, Sintra also has several alternatives for spending
a few relaxing days before or after your big day with its
many historical attractions and top cultural events.
For more information on Sintra, please see
www.cm-sintra.pt

PALÁCIO DA PENA

PENHA LONGA GOLF

AZENHAS DO MAR

TIVOLI
PALÁCIO
DE SETEAIS
Much more than just a 5 star hotel in Sintra, a luxurious
and romantic palace which takes us back to the days
of elegance and architecture of the XVIII century. With
spectacular views of the Moorish Castle and Pena Palace,
enjoy the magnificent surroundings and spectacular
scenery. From sumptuous ballrooms richly decorated
by hand to perfectly sculpted gardens, the Sintra
Mountains and the magical backdrop will make your
event more than just memorable, it will be eternal.

Naturally, the Tivoli Palácio
de Seteais can host any type
of social event. It is the ideal
setting and many couple choose
this luxurious setting to celebrate
their 1st and other important
wedding anniversaries and other
special occasions.

ROOMS

6 rooms
Holds up to: 300 inside
and 1000 outside

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES

30 Rooms
Restaurant
1 Bar with panoramic view of the
gardens, with outside terrace
Tennis Court
Reading Room

TIVOLI
SINTRA

Lying within the bucolic setting of a UNESCO world Heritage
town, the Hotel Tivoli Sintra provides the perfect scenario
for your special day. Hold your reception in the private rooms
with their panoramic views and let your guests enjoy
the superb scenery of the town of Sintra.

ROOMS

4 rooms with panoramic views
All equipped with the latest technology

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES
77 Rooms
1 Restaurant
Panoramic Bar
Golf
Gymnasium
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As it benefits from excellent air and road connections
and because of the wide range of hotels available,
the Algarve has taken on the role of the capital of tourism
in the south of Portugal and is an international benchmark.
Modern multi-purpose centres set into beautiful natural
surroundings make the region a reference point in tourism.
With excellent local companies available to provide
creative ideas for events and banquets, the Algarve has
everything you need to make your day special, different
and original.
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TIVOLI VICTORIA
THE RESIDENCES AT VICTORIA
TIVOLI MARINA VILAMOURA
TIVOLI CARVOEIRO
TIVOLI MARINA PORTIMÃO
TIVOLI LAGOS

With more than 300 days of sun a year,
this region is ideal for holding outdoor events.
New infrastructures, modern technical facilities
and highly professional teams will ensure the
success of your event in a region which is positioned
as a top destination.

For more information on the region, visit the site:
www.visitalgarve.pt

Turismo de Portugal, José Manuel

Turismo de Portugal, Região de Turismo do Algarve

TIVOLI
VICTORIA

A successful experience is guaranteed by the brand new hotel
Tivoli Victoria. Natural light, foyer, events area with independent
entrance, reception area for groups and direct access for coaches,
it has everything you need so that every detail goes according
to plan: perfect!

CONGRESS
AND EVENTS
CENTRE

8 Banqueting and meeting
rooms holding up to 1000 people
Total area 900 m2
Ballroom 600 m2

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES
280 Rooms and Suites
Elements Spa by Banyan Tree
2 Restaurants:
EMO Restaurant
Sensorial Restaurant
Victoria Golf Course
Golf Desk
3 Bars
3 Outdoor swimming pools
1 indoor swimming pool
Shuttle Service
Puro Beach
Tennis Court (floodlit)
T/Kids

TIVOLI
MARINA
VILAMOURA

With the emblematic marina on one
side and a reserved beach on the
other, the Tivoli Marina Vilamoura
is a landmark in luxury tourism in the
Algarve. Here you can choose from
a ceremony on the sand at Praia da
Marina, or in the exotic gardens of the
hotel, or even in our event ballrooms.

PUROBEACH

Near the lake and
in the exotic gardens
of the Tivoli Marina
Vilamoura you can
find the Lakeside,
the Purobeach events
venue. An area of
tranquillity next to the
sea for sophisticated
and urban lifestyles,
with restaurant, lounge
bar, Tai Chi and massage
area. The Purobeach
Lakeside is exceptionally
versatile as it caters
for both winter as well
as summer events.
It is covered by
a transparent structure
which can be used on
cooler days.

SIDE BAR

The Side Bar has an amazing hanging
terrace with superb views of the marina
and direct access by panoramic lift.
With a total area of 500 m2, the Side Bar
seats 76 in the lounge and 108 in the
restaurant area. A totally versatile and
sophisticated space which can be adapted
to cater for a wide range of events.

CONGRESS AND
EVENTS CENTRE

17 Meeting rooms fully equipped with the
latest audiovisual equipment which are
ideal for holding meetings, cinema
sessions, light and colour performances
and many other types of event.
Total area 3,400 m2.
Holds from 20 to 1,400 people

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES
383 Rooms
Angsana Spa
Puro Beach
2 Outdoor swimming pools
(1 for children)
3 Golf practice nets
and putting green
Tennis Court
4 Bars
2 Restaurants:
Pepper’s Steakhouse
Chilli Restaurant
T/Kids

TIVOLI
CARVOEIRO
In the picturesque town of Carvoeiro, where the
sea has carved endless, intriguing little bays into
the cliffs, stands a unique 4 star hotel in the
Algarve. With a privileged location overlooking
Vale Covo, this half-moon shaped resort
presents the perfect scenario for unforgettable
events. Imagine the wedding and reception of
your dreams in cliff top gardens with a perfect
view of the majestic ocean and surrounded by
nature at its best.

ROOMS

110 meeting rooms all fully
equipped with the latest
audiovisual equipment
and capable of holding up
to 900 people.
Maximum capacity:
400 people

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES
293 Rooms
2 Restaurants
3 Coffee Shops
4 Bars
2 Outdoor swimming pools
Indoor swimming pool with
Jacuzzi Health Club
2 Tennis Courts
Diving Centre
Putting Green
T/Kids

TIVOLI
MARINA
PORTIMÃO
Around 500m from the town centre, with its shops, restaurants
and bars, the Tivoli Marina Portimão overlooks this famous marina.
A cocktail on a raft on the River Arade, a memorable day with
views of the marina and personalized menus with mouth watering
dishes are just some of the suggestions we have for you.

ROOMS

1 meeting room fully
equipped with the latest
audiovisual equipment
Capable of holding up
to 50 people

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES
196 Suites
2 Restaurants
1 Snack Bar
1 Bar
2 Outdoor swimming pools
(salt water)
Beach opposite the hotel
Children's Playground

TIVOLI
LAGOS
If you are planning a wedding or reception with the sea as the
backdrop, either in the hotel or at our Duna Beach Club, we have
the right programme for your special day. In an idyllic setting with
long white sandy beaches and golden sunsets, the Duna Beach Club
and its stylish service provides the perfect touch for any event.

ROOMS

4 rooms for meetings
and events with
audiovisual equipment.
Capacity for up to 120 people
Capacity Duna Beach:
100 inside and 200 outside

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES
324 Rooms
Duna Beach Club & Restaurant
3 Restaurants
2 Bars
Indoor and outdoor
swimming pools
Health Club
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SOUTH
AMERICA:
BRAZIL
Known for its vibrant culture and amazing scenery, Brazil has
also become popular in the Events & Banquets market.
The wealth of influence from Indian, African, Japanese and European
traditions is one of the main reasons for this growing popularity.
Immerse yourself in the friendliness of these special people and suggest
an unforgettable trip to your guests. Celebrate your special day in a tropical
country with a cuisine that your guests will adore.
Also guaranteed will be a lively event with hot South American rhythms
and details which will truly make the difference. Whether you choose
an urban destination or a tropical beach setting, your event will be totally
unforgettable.

TIVOLI
SÃO PAULO
-MOFARREJ
In one of the most important business cities in South America,
the Tivoli São Paulo Mofarrej is strategically located to hold your
event. Have a private party in the Presidential Suite which covers
750m2 or dinner in the restaurant on the top floor of the hotel with
its stunning cityscapes. Make your event unique with the glamour
and style of one of the most cosmopolitan centres in the world.

ROOMS

11 rooms with areas
between 29 m2
and 615 m2.
Capacity for up
to 1,100 people
Total area of 1,900 m2
Conference area with
foyer with natural light,
gardens and waterfall

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES
220 Rooms
3 Restaurants (Arola Vintetres)
4 Fitness Center and Sauna
5 Elements Spa
by Banyan Tree
1 Bar
1 Outdoor climate controlled
swimming pool

TIVOLI
ECORESORT
PRAIA
DO FORTE
The Tivoli Ecoresort Praia do Forte combines the best
infrastructures with amazing natural surroundings to make your
event unforgettable. Add in the fully equipped rooms, the top
restaurants serving international cuisine and 12 unspoilt kilometres
of beaches and you'll have the ideal setting for your special day.

ROOMS

2 Meeting Rooms
holding up to 200 people

SUPPORT
INFRASTRUCTURES

292 rooms
3 Restaurants
2 Bars
Careta Careta Kids’ Club
8 Swimming Pools
2 Hydro-massage pools
(2 next to the sea)
Football field
4 Tennis Courts
Floodlit Volleyball Court
on the beach
Amphitheatre (for night shows)
Water Sports Base
Fitness Center

T/EXPERIENCES
MUCH MORE THAN JUST
A PROMISE INSPIRED
BY A NEW ATTITUDE

Our T/EXPERIENCES are designed to bring out the best, the most original
and authentic that each Tivoli Hotels & Resorts destination has to offer.
End your big day with a Romantic Experience or surprise your guests with
a tailor-made programme.
If these ideas appeal to you... why not try them?

TIVOLI
BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE

TIVOLI
TIMELESS
EXPERIENCE

TIVOLI
URBAN
EXPERIENCE

TIVOLI
DELICIOUS
EXPERIENCE

TIVOLI
ROYAL
EXPERIENCE

Imagine a space you
can change and adapt
to meet your aims which
has all of the features,
infrastructures and
services to turn your
meetings, conventions
or conferences into truly
unforgettable events.
Tivoli Business Events will
be exactly as you planned.
If the idea motivates you,
why not give it a try?

Set a date to bring
a memorable past into
a surprising contemporary
scenario. The result will be
simply unique and timeless,
just like a family jewel. If
the idea inspires you, why
not try it?

If you want to appreciate
the best in art, culture and
entertainment then this
is for you. Enjoy a 360º
experience which will
touch all your senses.
If the idea fascinates you,
why not give it a try?

More than just a wealth
of cuisine and flavours.
Sit down and appreciate
the best kept secrets of
fascinating food. Open your
appetite to great meals and
great conversation.
If the idea is to your taste,
why not give it a try?

Wake up in the lap
of luxury: everything
around you will be
reminiscent of palatial
indulgence and every
moment has been designed
to make sure you are
treated like royalty If the
idea fascinates you, why
not give it a try?

TIVOLI
WELLNESS
EXPERIENCE

TIVOLI
ROMANTIC
EXPERIENCE

TIVOLI
FAMILY
EXPERIENCE

TIVOLI
CHALLENGING
EXPERIENCE

TIVOLI
PLANET
EXPERIENCE

Your health and well being
are priorities, so don't put
off until tomorrow what you
can do today... Revitalize
your body and soul with
this series of T/Experiences
designed to bring you total
relaxation and well being,
ideal for anyone who wants
to live life to the full.
In addition to the exclusive
treatments and therapies
at our Banyan Tree spas,
we'd also like to suggest
a preventive medicine
programme - as well as
a medical check up. Feel
good and enjoy being fit.

Is it ours? Is it for me?
Is it for you? The perfect
experience for couples.
Enjoy a real romantic
experience at a dream
Tivoli destination. The best
times are those we share
with the special person
in our lives. If the idea
attracts you, why not give
it a try?

Take a holiday from the
days when you arrive
home too late to read
a bedtime story or play
with your kids and find out
what they have been up
to. When you want to,
you can also opt to leave
them in our care and
spend a relaxing day on
your own. Much more
than just time spent with
the family, this experience
is for mini-golfers, young
sports people and having
great fun.

Broaden your horizons:
on land or at sea, both
under and above water,
this is the opportunity
to take on nature. If the
idea challenges you, why
not give it a try?

Discovering about
our planet is also about
discovering yourself.
Enjoy mother nature
and share a magical time
with special meaning
and a wealth of life. If the
planet fascinates you, why
not give it a try?

T/SERVICES
MUCH MORE THAN JUST
SERVICES, DETAILS THAT
WILL ADD A SPECIAL
TOUCH TO YOUR EVENT
Because a truly unforgettable experience is made up of small
details, don’t hesitate to use our T/Services.

T/GIFT

Surprise your family
and friends with a unique
and highly original gift.

T/BED

Have your best night's sleep
ever and enjoy unparalleled
comfort and rest. A “Luxury
Spa Tranquillity” mattress with
a 100% cotton downproof cover
and DES (Dual Ergonomic
System) technology, plus
a selection of bed linen carefully
selected to provide maximum
well-being. Try our T/Bed,
a Tivoli exclusive. Sweet dreams.

T/CAR

Enjoy a friendly, efficient and
comfortable service. Our T/Car
is a transfer service which
combines quality and well being.
We'll be very please to pick you
up or take you to the airport.

T/LIMO

If the T/Car service was
designed to provide you
with the maximum comfort
on your trips, with the
T/Limo we seek to merge
comfort with luxury, from
the type of car to what
you’ll find inside.

T/CARWASH

With our T/Carwash service,
just leave your car with us
some time during your stay:
Everything to ensure maximum
comfort on your next trip.
Surprise your guests with this
convenient service.

T/DRINK

Enjoy a drink designed
especially for you. We would
like to invite you to savour our
relaxing and refreshing T/Drink.

T/BATH

This is an invigorating
experience and the best way
to start the day.

T/MESSAGE

With our T/Message Service,
you can get your messages
without delay. Confirmation
of bookings, flight changes
and lunch and dinner reminders
are just a few examples of the
simplicity and convenience
of this SMS service.

TIVOLI
WEDDING
GIFTS
TAKE ME OUT / 30€
LUNCH OR DINNER :
One meal for one person at one of the
following restaurants of your choice:
THE ALGARVE
Deck AND Aqua Lounge (Tivoli Marina
Portimão); Lacóbriga, Páteo Velho and
Duna Beach (Tivoli Lagos); and Varanda
(Tivoli Carvoeiro).
Tivoli selection drinks included at these
restaurants.
LISBON
Hipoppotamus (Tivoli Oriente), Brasserie
Flo Lisboa (Tivoli Lisboa)
SINTRA
Monserrate (Tivoli Sintra)
COIMBRA
Tivoli Caffè (Tivoli Coimbra)

TAKE ME OUT PREMIUM / 50€

TAKE ME OUT PREMIUM / 50€

LUNCH OR DINNER:
One meal for one person, drinks not
included, at one of the following
restaurants of your choice:

LUNCH OR DINNER:
One meal for two people, drinks not included,
at one of the following restaurants of your
choice:

THE ALGARVE
EMO Gourmet (Tivoli Victoria) and
Peppers Steakhouse (Tivoli Marina
Vilamoura)
LISBON
Terraço (Tivoli Lisboa)
SINTRA
Seteais (Tivoli Palácio de Seteais)

SPANTASTIC

THE ALGARVE
Deck and Aqua Lounge (Tivoli Marina
Portimão); Lacóbriga, Páteo Velho and
Duna Beach (Tivoli Lagos); and Varanda
(Tivoli Carvoeiro)
LISBON
Hipoppotamus (Tivoli Oriente), Brasserie Flo
Lisboa (Tivoli Lisboa)
SINTRA
Monserrate (Tivoli Sintra)
COIMBRA
Tivoli Caffè (Tivoli Coimbra)

Elements Spa by Banyan Tree do Tivoli Victoria
or Angsana Spa by Banyan Tree at the Tivoli
Marina Vilamoura (both in the Algarve in
Vilamoura).

Information and Reservations:
Tivoli Hotels & Resorts sales department
T: + 351 213 932 670
E: sales@tivolihotels.com
Or visit us at tivolihotels.com/pt/presentes

(1 pessoa)

(2 pessoas)

One hour Rejuvenating Back Massage (30 min.
massage and 30 min. relaxation) at one of the
following spas of your choice:

DID YOU KNOW THAT
AT TIVOLI HOTELS &
RESORTS WE ALSO HAVE
IDEAL GIFTS TO ADD
TO YOUR WEDDING LIST,
OR EVEN TO GIVE TO
FAMILY AND FRIENDS?
With prices starting at just
€60, give gifts of room night
vouchers, valid for one year
or for yourself to use when
you want.

Supplements may be chargeable
from June to August

PERFECT NIGHT
CLASSIC 60€

PERFECT NIGHT
PREMIUM 130€

PERFECT NIGHT
DELUXE 110€

PERFECT NIGHT
EXCLUSIVE 160€

·
·
·
·
·

Tivoli
Tivoli
Tivoli
Tivoli
Tivoli

Marina Portimão
Carvoeiro
Lagos
Sintra
Coimbra

· Tivoli Jardim

· Tivoli Lisboa

· Tivoli Victoria
· Tivoli Marina Vilamoura
· Tivoli Palácio de Seteais

Information and Reservations:
Tivoli Hotels & Resorts sales department
T: + 351 213 932 670
E: sales@tivolihotels.com
Or visit us at tivolihotels.com/pt/presentes

CONTACTS
PORTUGAL

THE ALGARVE
TIVOLI CARVOEIRO
Contact: Fia Magalhães
Telephone: (+351) 282 351 321
Fax: (+351) 282 351 345
E-mail: fia.magalhaes@tivolihotels.com
TIVOLI MARINA PORTIMÃO
Contact: Cláudia Pinto
Telephone: (+351) 282 460 218
Fax: (+351) 282 460 211
E-mail: claudia.pinto@tivolihotels.com
TIVOLI LAGOS
Contact: Luciana Rio
Telephone: (+351) 282 790 079
Fax: (+351) 282 790 345
E-mail: grupos.htla@tivolihotels.com
TIVOLI MARINA VILAMOURA
Contact: Ana Paula Santos
Telephone: (+351) 289 303 330
Fax: (+351) 289 303 339
E-mail: paula.santos@tivolihotels.com
TIVOLI VICTORIA
Contact: Teresa Anaya
Telephone: (+351) 289 303 330
Fax: (+351) 289 303 339
E-mail: teresa.anaya@tivolihotels.com

LISBON
TIVOLI JARDIM
Telephone: (+351) 213 591 000
Fax: (+351) 213 198 887
E-mail: groups.lisbon@tivolihotels.com
TIVOLI LISBOA
Telephone: (+351) 213 198 900
Fax: (+351) 213 198 887
E-mail: groups.lisbon@tivolihotels.com
TIVOLI ORIENTE
Contact: Anabela André
Telephone: (+351) 218 915 335
Fax: (+351) 218 915 427
E-mail: anabela.andre@tivolihotels.com
SINTRA
TIVOLI SINTRA
Contact: Cristina Brandão de Mello
Telephone: (+351) 219 237 200
Fax (+351) 219 237 245
E-mail:cristina.bmello@tivolihotels.com
TIVOLI PALÁCIO DE SETEAIS
Contact: Patrícia Gonçalves
Telephone: (+351) 219 233 200
Fax: (+351) 219 234 277
E-mail: patricia.goncalves@tivolihotels.com
CENTRE
TIVOLI COIMBRA
Contact: Sandra Bem
Telephone: (+351) 239 858 300
Fax: (+351) 239 858 345
E-mail: sandra.bem@tivolihotels.com

BRAZIL

PRAIA DO FORTE - SALVADOR DA BAHIA
Tivoli Ecoresort Praia do Forte
Telephone: (+55) 071 3676 4016
Fax: (+55) 071 3676 4017
E-mail: eventos.htpf@tivolihotels.com
SÃO PAULO
Tivoli São Paulo-Mofarrej
Telephone: (+55) 11 3146 6405
Fax: (+55) 11 3146 5901
E-mail: eventos.htsp@tivolihotels.com

tivoliweddings.com

